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Purpose: To compare the resolution and optical quality of the ReSTOR® +3.0 D and 

ReSTOR +2.5 D multifocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) with the AT LISA® tri and FineVision® 

trifocal IOLs.

Methods: Resolution, image quality, and photic phenomena were evaluated in the AcrySof® IQ 

ReSTOR +3.0 D and +2.5 D multifocal IOLs and compared with the AT LISA tri 839MP and 

FineVision Micro F12 trifocal IOLs, using a Badal optometer and a Snellen visual acuity chart. 

Simulated headlight images were obtained using a modulation transfer function (MTF) bench 

and a 50 µm pinhole target. MTF values, using vertical and horizontal slits, were determined 

at far, intermediate, and near distances. 

Results: Resolution at 20/40 Snellen visual acuity equivalence was attainable over nearly the 

entire viewing distance range with the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs, but background shad-

ows were more prominent with the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs than with the ReSTOR 

IOLs. Distance MTF peaks at 20/20 Snellen–equivalent spatial frequency were greatest for 

ReSTOR +2.5 D and ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs. The near MTF peak occurred at 53 cm with 

ReSTOR +2.5 D and had a 20/20 Snellen–equivalent value that was lower than the near peaks 

of the other models but higher than the intermediate foci of the trifocal IOLs. 

Conclusion: AT LISA tri and FineVision trifocal IOLs achieved a useful third focus for 

intermediate vision but were associated with increased background halos and reduced distance 

visual quality compared with ReSTOR +2.5 D and +3.0 D multifocal IOLs. 

Keywords: multifocal, trifocal, modulation transfer function, Badal image, visual acuity, 

resolution

Introduction
Cataract accounts for 33% of all incidences of visual impairment worldwide and is 

the leading cause of blindness globally.1 Phacoemulsification of the crystalline lens, 

followed by capsular bag implantation of an intraocular lens (IOL), is the current 

standard of care for patients with cataracts.2,3 The goal of cataract surgery and IOL 

implantation is to improve visual acuity for an optimal refractive target, with minimal 

complications;2 however, the perceived success of the procedure may vary according 

to patients’ visual demands and activities. Monofocal IOLs, which provide effective 

distance vision, currently account for the majority of IOL implantations.2 Depending 

on their visual demands, patients who have undergone cataract surgery with implanta-

tion of monofocal IOLs may require spectacles to perform near-distance (eg, reading) 

or intermediate-distance (eg, using a computer) tasks.2,4

Multifocal IOLs that maintain distance focus and improve near and intermediate 

vision have been developed to reduce spectacle dependence.4 Multifocal IOLs improve 
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patient performance of near-vision tasks, such as reading, 

crafts, hobbies, and social activities, to a greater extent than 

do monofocal IOLs.5 However, halos and reduced contrast 

sensitivity have been associated with multifocal IOLs4,5 and 

are common reasons for patient dissatisfaction.6,7

Multifocal IOLs utilize a variety of optical designs to limit 

visual disturbances and enhance visual acuity at multiple dis-

tances. AcrySof® IQ ReSTOR® (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort 

Worth, TX, USA) IOLs combine an apodized diffractive zone 

(for distance and near or intermediate vision) and refractive 

zone (for distance vision) to enhance visual acuity at multiple 

distances and direct light to near or distant focal points, accord-

ing to lighting conditions and pupil diameter.8,9 The ReSTOR 

+3.0 D and +2.5 D multifocal IOLs provide effective near, 

intermediate, and distance vision, with the ReSTOR +2.5 D 

IOL having a near focal point shifted toward intermediate 

distances. Trifocal lenses, such as the AT LISA® tri 839MP 

(Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) and FineVision® 

Micro F12 (PhysIOL SA, Liège, Belgium) provide an interme-

diate focal point in addition to near and distance focal points. 

The AT LISA tri IOL uses a diffractive pattern that provides 

trifocal function over the central 4.34 mm region of the IOL, 

with a more conventional bifocal diffractive pattern extend-

ing from 4.34 mm to 6.0 mm diameter. The trifocal diffrac-

tive structure asymmetrically directs incident light to distant 

(50%), intermediate (20%), and near (30%) focal points, 

independent of pupil diameter (up to 4.5 mm).10 The FineVi-

sion IOL contains two overlapping diffractive zones (one for 

distance and near vision and one for distance and intermediate 

focus) of more than 30 optical steps that decrease in height 

from the center of the lens to the periphery.11 Although light 

allocation and the introduction of a third focal point with tri-

focal IOLs may be beneficial, these modifications could also 

possibly impact the quality of near and distant vision. This 

optical bench study compared the resolution, through-focus 

image quality, and photic phenomena of two multifocal IOLs 

(ReSTOR +3.0 D and ReSTOR +2.5 D) and two trifocal IOLs 

(AT LISA tri 839MP and FineVision Micro F12).

Materials and methods
intraocular lenses
The resolution, through-focus image quality, and photopic 

phenomena of two diffractive trifocal IOLs were compared 

with two apodized diffractive multifocal IOLs. The two 

aspheric diffractive trifocal IOLs used in this study were 

AT LISA tri 839MP IOLs (with 21.0 D base power, +3.33 D 

near add power, and +1.66 D intermediate add power) and  

FineVision Micro F12 IOLs (with 20.0 D base power, +3.5 D 

near add power, and +1.75 D  intermediate add power). 

The apodized diffractive multifocal IOLs used in this study 

were AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs with 21.0 D base 

power (model SN6AD1) and AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +2.5 D 

IOLs with 21.0 D base power (model SV25T0). The IOLs 

were selected based on availability at the time of the study; 

a FineVision Micro F12 IOL with 21.0 D base power was 

not available for our assessment.

All IOLs tested had an aspherical design, with nega-

tive spherical aberration added to correct for corneal 

spherical aberration. The FineVision Micro F12 and the 

ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs had spherical aberration correction 

of -0.1 µm. The spherical aberration correction of the AT 

LISA tri was -0.18 µm,12 and the ReSTOR +2.5 D had a 

spherical aberration correction of –0.2 µm. The model eye 

cornea with +0.2 µm spherical aberration was judged to be 

a reasonable match for all four IOLs.

experimental design
Badal imaging
A custom modulation transfer function (MTF) bench (Image 

Science Ltd., Chalgrove, UK) with a model eye was con-

structed as a Badal optometer, thereby allowing viewing of 

visual targets at near, intermediate, and infinite distances 

without affecting image magnification (Figure 1). The model 

eye was positioned at the front focus of a 100 mm focal length 

doublet, which served as the Badal lens. IOLs were positioned 

within a model eye containing deionized water and a convex 

plano lens with 0.2 µm of positive spherical aberration over a 

6.0 mm aperture; the IOL was held on a paddle that contained 

a 3.0 mm pupil. The target was a chrome-on-glass, 25 mm 

diameter Snellen visual acuity chart that depicted nine rows, 

with the smallest row corresponding to 20/12 visual acuity 

(Figure 2). The light source was a Dolan-Jenner Fiber-Lite® 

LMI-6000 LED Fiber Optic Illuminator (Dolan-Jenner Indus-

tries, Boxborough, MA, USA), set so that a cooled scientific 

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (model 4742; Hama-

matsu Photonics KK, Hamamatsu City, Japan) imager was at 

the threshold of saturation with a monofocal IOL in the model 

eye. A narrow-band, 550 nm interference filter was used to 

limit the spectrum. Through-focus images were obtained at 

target positions simulating infinity, at the manufacturer’s 

labeled best near focus for each IOL, and at distances simulat-

ing 100, 80, 70, 60, 50, and 40 cm viewing distances. 

simulated headlight imaging
IOLs were inserted into a modified ISO (International 

Standards Organization) model eye with 0.2 µm of positive 

spherical aberration over a 6.0 mm aperture and a paddle that 

contained a 5 mm pupil to simulate enlarged pupil size under 
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mesopic light conditions. The target (a 50 µm pinhole formed 

in a metallic sheet) was imaged at infinity and illuminated 

on one side by a Fiber-Lite® DC-950 Fiber Optic Illuminator 

(Dolan-Jenner Industries). Images were captured with the 

CCD camera and recorded using an MTF bench (Optikos 

Corp, Wakefield, MA, USA) with OpTest™ software (version 

5.2.2; Optikos Corp). To make the background more visible, 

the integration time of the detector was increased to saturate 

the central image. Light intensity and the imager’s integration 

time were constant for all measurements.

Modulation transfer function measurements 
The IOLs were mounted in model eyes, as described for Badal 

imaging, and the MTF was measured using the custom Image 

Science MTF bench. The targets were vertical and horizontal 

slits, imaged at infinity and illuminated by a light source with 

a 550 nm narrow-band filter. The image of each slit was 

obtained from the IOL through a magnified external pupil 

simulating a 3.0-mm diameter and relayed to the CCD cam-

era. Computer software (Matrix® version 13.8; Image Science 

Ltd.) was used to analyze the images, obtain average vertical-

slit and horizontal-slit values, and generate MTF curves 

for each IOL. Best focus for distance and near were deter-

mined from the peak MTFs at 100 line pairs per millimeter  

(lp/mm) (equivalent to 20/20 Snellen acuity). Best focus for 

the intermediate foci was determined from the peak MTF at 

50 lp/mm (equivalent to 20/40 Snellen acuity) because for 

some models, the MTF at 100 lp/mm for this focus was low, 

Figure 1 Badal optometry bench setup.
Abbreviations: CCD, charge-coupled device; F, focal length.

CCD camera
Model eye

F =100 mm
Badal lens

Targets
Projecting

lens

Light source,
filters, and
diffusers

Figure 2 schematic of the text chart used in the Badal optometer system.
Note: Corresponding snellen visual acuity is indicated on the right.
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making it difficult to determine the best focus. Through-focus 

MTF was measured by moving the CCD camera and record-

ing the MTF at 50 lp/mm, at 70 discrete points.

Results
Badal images
All IOLs resolved the 20/20 Snellen visual acuity line at 

their distance focal points, with the ReSTOR +2.5 D hav-

ing the best-resolved distance image. Background shadows 

around letters were more evident with the FineVision ver-

sus the AT LISA tri or ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs at distance 

(Figure 3A). Near vision was similar among the AT LISA 

tri, FineVision, and ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs. At an interme-

diate focal distance, the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs 

resolved images at a Snellen visual acuity of 20/40, but 

strong background shadows were observed (Figure 3B). At 

distances of 50 and 60 cm, better resolution was observed 

with the ReSTOR +2.5 D and ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs 

than with the AT LISA tri or FineVision IOLs (Figure 4).  

In through-focus images, the AT LISA tri and FineVision 

IOLs resolved 20/50 throughout the 100 to 40 cm range 

( Figure 4); however, strong, structured shadows were 

A ReSTOR® +2.5 D AT LISA® tri FineVision®

Distance

Best near 1.87 D (53 cm) 2.46 D (41 cm) 2.5 D (40 cm) 2.25 D (44 cm)

ReSTOR® +3.0 D

AT LISA® tri

Distance

Best near

2.46 D 2.5 D

Intermediate
1.25 D

FineVision®B

Figure 3 image quality of the aT lisa® tri, FineVision®, resTOr® +2.5 D, and resTOr® +3.0 D iOls at various focal distances. 
Notes: (A) image quality through all iOls at distance and best near focal distances. (B) image quality through trifocal iOls (aT lisa tri iOl and FineVision iOl) at 
intermediate focal distances. The smallest line on the chart corresponds with a visual acuity of 20/12. The third line (with the text “r h s D V”) and sixth line (with text  
“C s r h n”) from the bottom are equivalent to visual acuities of 20/20 and 20/40, respectively. acrysof® iQ resTOr® iOls, alcon laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, Usa; aT 
lisa® tri 839MP iOls, Carl Zeiss Meditec ag, Jena, germany; FineVision® Micro F12 iOls, PhysiOl sa, liège, Belgium.
Abbreviation: iOl, intraocular lens.
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 prominent with the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs, 

 especially at 70 cm. For example, in the 20/60 line (with text 

“V S H Z O”) at 70 cm, both trifocal IOL images appeared to 

have a faint vertical line in the center of the letter “H”. 

headlight images 
Halos surrounding the simulated headlight target were 

smaller with the ReSTOR +2.5 D and +3.0 D IOLs com-

pared with the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs (Figure 5). 

Although large halos were observed with both trifocal IOLs, 

halos were more distinct with the AT LISA tri IOL, whereas 

those surrounding the FineVision IOL tended to diminish 

with increasing distance from the central focus point. 

MTF measurements
Distance-, intermediate-, and near-focus MTF results for 

20/20 (100 lp/mm) and 20/40 (50 lp/mm) equivalent spatial 

frequencies are shown in Figure 6A and 6B, respectively. At 

20/20 and 20/40 visual acuity equivalent, the ReSTOR +2.5 D 

had the highest distance MTF (49.2% and 54.8% at 20/20 and 

20/40, respectively) followed by the ReSTOR +3.0 D (34.0% 

and 41.0%, respectively), the AT LISA tri (25.3% and 34.2%, 

respectively), and FineVision (23.9% and 33.0%, respectively). 

In contrast, near-focus MTFs were lowest with the ReSTOR 

+2.5 D IOL (13.5% for 20/20 and 20/40) but were similar 

among the ReSTOR +3.0 D (19.0% and 25.7%,  respectively), 

AT LISA tri (17.8% and 21.3%, respectively), and  FineVision 

(17.9% and 23.0%, respectively). At 20/40 visual acuity, 

the intermediate-focus MTF values of the AT LISA tri and 

FineVision IOLs were similar to each other (14.0% and 

13.6% for FineVision and AT LISA tri, respectively) and  

to the near-focus MTF values of the ReSTOR +2.5 D IOL 

(13.5%); however, the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs 

had very low intermediate-focus MTF values at 20/20 visual 

acuity (5.7% and 6.3% for FineVision and AT LISA tri, 

respectively). The intermediate-focus MTF values of the 

ReSTOR +2.5 D IOL and the ReSTOR +3.0 D IOL at 

20/20 visual acuity were also low (4.2% and 3.4%, respec-

tively); at 20/40 visual acuity, the intermediate-focus MTF 

values were 5.0% for the ReSTOR +2.5 D IOL and 7.2% for 

the ReSTOR +3.0 D IOL. 

Figure 7 depicts the through-focus MTF curves at 

20/40-equivalent spatial frequency, showing the in-focus 

positions corresponding to the peak MTFs presented 

in Figure 6B. Distance-focus MTF was greatest with 

ReSTOR +2.5 D and ReSTOR +3.0 D. Near-focus MTF 

values were similar for the ReSTOR +3.0 D, FineVision, 

and AT LISA tri IOLs but were lower with the ReSTOR 

+2.5 D IOLs. Near-focus MTF peaks occurred at different 

distances for each IOL (53 cm for the ReSTOR +2.5 D, 

44 cm for ReSTOR +3.0 D, 38 cm for  FineVision, and 

40 cm for the AT LISA tri). The intermediate-focus  

ReSTOR® +3.0 D ReSTOR® +3.0 D

AT LISA® tri AT LISA® tri

FineVision® FineVision®

ReSTOR® +2.5 D ReSTOR® +2.5 D

100 cm (1 D) 80 cm (1.25 D) 70 cm (1.43 D) 60 cm (1.67 D) 50 cm (2.0 D) 40 cm (2.5 D)

Figure 4 Through-focus image quality of the aT lisa® tri, FineVision®, resTOr® +2.5 D, and resTOr® +3.0 D iOls at various simulated viewing distances.
Notes: The smallest line on the chart corresponds with a visual acuity of 20/12. The third line (with the text “r h s D V”) and sixth line (with text “C s r h n”) from the 
bottom are equivalent to visual acuities of 20/20 and 20/40, respectively. acrysof® iQ resTOr® iOls, alcon laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, Usa; aT lisa® tri 839MP iOls, 
Carl Zeiss Meditec ag, Jena, germany; FineVision® Micro F12 iOls, PhysiOl sa, liège, Belgium.
Abbreviation: iOl, intraocular lens.
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MTF peaks occurred at a distance of approximately 80 cm 

for the FineVision and AT LISA tri IOLs.

Discussion
Both the AT LISA tri and FineVision trifocal IOLs demon-

strated an intermediate focal point at approximately 80 cm. 

Near foci of the AT LISA tri, FineVision, and ReSTOR +3.0 D 

IOLs were in the range of 38 cm to 44 cm. The ReSTOR +2.5 D  

had a near focal distance at 53 cm, which is useful for 

intermediate-distance tasks, such as viewing computer 

monitors.13

The MTF values for all lenses were comparable to those 

previously reported using similar techniques14–16 and are 

consistent with the overall design of each IOL. In a bench 

study comparison of through-focus MTF curves with the 

ReSTOR +3.0 D and FineVision IOLs with a 3 mm pupil 

size, the FineVision provided better intermediate (67 cm) 

optical quality than did the ReSTOR +3.0 D, but optical 

quality at near (50 cm and 40 cm) and distant focal points 

was greater for the ReSTOR +3.0 D.15 In another optical 

bench study, the MTF values for a distant object with a 

4.5 mm pupil diameter were greater for FineVision than for 

AT LISA tri IOLs.16 The authors attributed this difference 

to the apodized diffractive zone of the FineVision IOL, 

which directs a greater percentage of the available light to 

distance vision in mesopic conditions, versus the pupil size–

independent allocation of light to the near focus in the AT 

LISA tri IOL.16 Similar results were obtained in the  present 

ReSTOR® +3.0

ReSTOR® +2.5

FineVision®

AT LISA® tri

Figure 5 simulated headlight images through the aT lisa® tri, FineVision®, resTOr® +2.5 D, and resTOr® +3.0 D iOls. 
Notes: Testing was performed with a 5 mm pupil size. acrysof® iQ resTOr® iOls, alcon laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, Usa; aT lisa® tri 839MP iOls, Carl Zeiss Meditec 
ag, Jena, germany; FineVision® Micro F12 iOls, PhysiOl sa, liège, Belgium.
Abbreviation: iOl, intraocular lens.
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Figure 6 MTF values of the aT lisa® tri, FineVision®, resTOr® +2.5 D, and resTOr® +3.0 D iOls at various focal distances.
Notes: (A) MTF values at 20/20 visual acuity equivalent (100 line pairs per mm). (B) MTF values at 20/40 visual acuity equivalent (50 line pairs per mm). acrysof® iQ 
resTOr® iOls, alcon laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, Usa; aT lisa® tri 839MP iOls, Carl Zeiss Meditec ag, Jena, germany; FineVision® Micro F12 iOls, PhysiOl sa, 
liège, Belgium.
Abbreviations: iOl, intraocular lens; MTF, modulation transfer function.
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study, with MTF values for the ReSTOR +3.0 D being 

slightly higher than those for the FineVision and AT LISA tri 

IOLs at near and distance focal points. The ReSTOR +2.5 D 

had the highest distance MTF, as expected from its more 

distance-dominant design.17 Near-focus MTF values were 

slightly reduced with the ReSTOR +2.5 D at its 53 cm near 

focal point compared with the ReSTOR +3.0 D, FineVision, 

and AT LISA tri IOLs, consistent with its greater light dis-

tribution to the distant focus.10,11,17 At 20/20 Snellen visual 

acuity equivalent, the MTF value at the near focal point of 

the ReSTOR +2.5 D was lower than the near MTF values 

of the other IOLs but higher than the intermediate foci of 

the two trifocal models. 

Data on distance-vision MTF values for monofocal IOLs 

that were obtained using comparable bench methodology 

are limited. However, in a model eye with zero spherical 

aberration, equivalent to the model eye of the original ISO 

11979-2, a 20.0 D aspheric monofocal AcrySof SN60WF 

(Alcon Laboratories, Inc.) had a peak MTF of 50 lp/mm of 

just under 70%, with a 3 mm pupil.14 Our measurements of the 

SN60WF IOL in the 0.2 µm spherical aberration model eye 

with a 3 mm pupil gave a peak MTF of 74% at 50 lp/mm and 

54% at 100 lp/mm (Carson D, unpublished data, 2007). 

The higher intensity of bench-measured background 

halos surrounding simulated headlights with the AT LISA 

tri and FineVision IOLs compared with the ReSTOR +2.5 D 

and +3.0 D IOLs may relate to differences in the design 

features of the IOLs. The AT LISA tri IOL has a trifocal 

center, switching to bifocal at the lens periphery, but lacks 

apodization.18 FineVision has a trifocal diffractive pattern 

across the entire optic but is apodized.11 In contrast, the 

ReSTOR +3.0 D IOLs contain a central apodized diffractive 

zone ending at a 3.6-mm diameter with a refractive outer 

zone;8 this design makes these IOLs more strongly distance 

dominant at large pupil size. The ReSTOR +2.5 D has a 

similar 3.6 mm apodized diffractive zone that directs more 

energy to the distance focus and less to the near focus than 

the ReSTOR +3.0 IOL.17

In addition to the differences in energy distribution 

with pupil size between the trifocal and ReSTOR IOLs, 

the addition of a third focus may itself increase halos; this 

may be a subject for future study. Lower add power also 

contributes to brighter halos if the energy balance is not 

adjusted.9 The bright artifacts seen in the intermediate Badal 

optometer images with the AT LISA tri and FineVision IOLs 

are of a type that may be caused by reversals of the phase 

of the optical transfer function. In a simultaneous vision 

IOL, each focused image has a halo created by the out-of-

focus images. The presence of two out-of-focus images is 

expected to broaden the halo more than a single out-of-focus 

image, unless two of the out-of-focus images are combined 

constructively.
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Figure 7 Through-focus MTF values of the aT lisa® tri, FineVision®, resTOr® +2.5 D, and resTOr® +3.0 D iOls, at 20/40 snellen visual acuity equivalent (50 line pairs per mm). 
Notes: acrysof® iQ resTOr® iOls, alcon laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, Usa; aT lisa® tri 839MP iOls, Carl Zeiss Meditec ag, Jena, germany; FineVision® Micro F12 
iOls, PhysiOl sa, liège, Belgium.
Abbreviations: inF, infinity; iOl, intraocular lens; MTF, modulation transfer function.
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The current study was limited by its laboratory nature, 

which may make generalization to clinical practice difficult. 

Given that there is normal variation in patient-reported 

outcomes with any IOL, bench testing of various IOLs may 

be more useful for comparison of different designs than for 

predicting exactly what a given patient will see. Although the 

image at the retina is the foundation of vision, it is not identi-

cal to the image perceived by the patient. For example, the 

Badal optometer images in this study do not take binocular 

effects into account. Of the four IOLs tested, the ReSTOR 

+3.0 D, which is designed for distance and near vision, pro-

duced the poorest quality intermediate vision; however, this 

was a bench evaluation, and clinical experience may differ 

from these findings. Only one corneal spherical aberration 

value was used, but spherical aberration correction is a small 

effect for a 3 mm pupil. Imaging was performed only with the 

3.0 mm pupil at the IOL (equivalent to 3.6 mm at the corneal 

plane) because this pupil size is generally considered average 

for photopic conditions.19 However, the energy distribution 

of the AT LISA tri is pupil-independent up to 4.5 mm in 

diameter,18 so the results should not have been affected by 

omitting pupil sizes other than 3.0 mm from the study. The 

two ReSTOR designs and to a lesser extent, FineVision 

design, are known to be increasingly distance-dominant with 

increasing pupil size;9,11 therefore, MTF values at larger pupil 

sizes would be expected to provide better distance image 

quality with reduced intermediate and near focus.

Conclusion
In summary, the occurrence of background halos and over-

all visual quality were different among the tested IOLs, 

according to their design features. Based on this laboratory 

simulation, the ReSTOR +3.0 D is expected to provide 

high-quality distance and near vision, with a low propen-

sity for halos. The ReSTOR +2.5 D is expected to provide  

the best distance vision, with low halo intensity and inter-

mediate vision around 50 to 60 cm. The two trifocal IOLs 

provide improved intermediate vision in the 70 to 80 cm 

range, although this benefit may come at the expense of 

increased nighttime halos.
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